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POLK Monitor 5B like new vintage speakers boxes manual
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Description
Item Specifics - Home Speakers
Speaker Type: Bookshelf
Brand:

Polk

Wireless: -Condition: Used

Cabinet Color: Wood - Dark

These might as well be new! POLK Monitor 5B speakers. Bookshelf type, but sounds like a floorstanding. For the size
and price, these can't be beat. With a passive radiator/woofer for extra smooth and deep base. I have the original invoice
dated April 30, 1989. The original boxes come with the speakers also. These were purchased at the Naval Exchange PX
back in 1989 and have been in my possession ever since. I did use them frequently, but was deployed in the Navy for
sometime. The speakers were boxed up and stored. This accounts for the fabulous condition, plus the great care I used
when handling/displaying the speakers on the shelf. Size is a compact 22X11 and 8.5 inches deep. The efficiency is a
very high 91db, 4 ohm impedance. Weight of the unit is 29 pounds each, so shipping will be reasonable
(somewhat-compared to larger types which will not have the same sound). Rated for up to 125 wats per channel. I tested
them out fully last night and they sound better than ever! Yes, these sound better now than they did back in 1989, the
input today with CDs and even the FM signal is so much improved that the sound is even more incredible. One soft dome
tweeter, one 6.5 inch base/midrange and the 8 inch sub-woofer (passive). Condition? This is as good as it gets; like new
(no joke)! Maybe nothing is perfect, so lets call these a 9.9 of 10. The "instruction manual" goes with them also. The
boxes are marked "475" to ensure a pair matched by POLK during manufacture . The grill cloths are mint, on rips, tears,

sign of age, etc. Even the boxes are in great shape. After I purchased these POLKs, they were never shipped anywhere. I
will package up these speakers very, very, well but the boxes may take some "wear" from the post office. Dark color with
black grills.
Pictures are just OK---I am not that great with the digital.
After writing this, maybe I should keep them, but I have 5 other sets and they are not in the great condition as these and
would also be harder to sell (plus harder to ship because of the size).
I will start them at a great price; I don't want to give them away..hopefully someone out there knows what they are really
worth. No reserve.
Regarding shipping, I have to know where to send them to figure. I did check San Diego to Chicago for an estimate.
Looks like $24 each with no insurance. I could maybe box the two together but it would make a very big and awkward
package and probably more rick of damage. Besides, the larger package would be about $38 or so, probably not worth the
savings. If you know a less expensive way, let me know.
Here in SOCAL, maybe we could bypass the shippers if not that far away from SD.
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